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Welcome
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Is it my imagination or is time
really passing by far more quickly
these days? It seems like only yes-
terday that I was sewing another
batch of name labels into school
uniform at the beginning of the
new academic year and here we
are with the summer holidays fast
approaching! Of course it could
have something to do with my 
age, having exceeded half my life
expectancy(!), but I also suspect 
it has something to do with the
change of pace in today’s lifestyle
that so many of us experience. 

All the more important then, to
be able to ‘take time out’ and relax
doing something we really enjoy.
Card making can certainly provide
that pleasure and we are always
delighted to hear how beneficial
you find this art form, along with
examples of your work.

This issue has a strong theme 
of flowers running through it in
‘Shadow Alphabet’, ‘Pressed
Flowers’, ‘Dandelion Seeds’ and
‘Ribbon Wreath’. There is a light
summery air to many of the
designs featured, even in the
designer profile articles. Pam
Goodwin uses silk painting com-
bined with machine stitchwork 
to produce some beautiful flower

designs and Jane Saunders uses
different paper media which you
can buy but also some she has
made herself and all with stunning
effect.

If I told you that I lived in a
household with six males, you
might just feel sorry for me at the
thought of all those shirts to wash
and iron, football boots to clean
etc! Well before you become too
concerned, three of them are male
rabbits and very similar looking
ones to the delightful images on
our selection of découpage paper
this season. The cats and dogs are
really sweet too and will delight
any animal lover who receives the
completed designs. Other wildlife
are featured in ‘Tinselflies’, ‘Cheeky
Checks’, ‘Sea Life’ and ‘Birds of 
a Feather’. Quilling this time is 
displayed in ‘Quilled Swan’ and
‘Summer Wedding’ and for those
who like cross stitch, ‘Tag Time’
creates some very quick and pretty
gift tags.

We have a selection of cards in
this issue using innovative materi-
als to great effect in ‘Buttons and
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Bows’, ‘Teddies Outing’, ‘Team
Colours’, ‘Indian Girl’ and ‘CD
Cards’. For those keen on the 
computer, but who like me seem 
to accumulate loads of software on
magazines etc. this last idea will 
be particularly welcome. Perhaps
their manufacturers could make
them coloured and patterned on
the shiny silver side; they would
be even more versatile then. 

I particularly like the use of the
plastic table cloth in ‘Child’s Play’.
I wonder how many cards could be
made from a standard sized cloth! 

Did you know that there is a
national shortage of sequins due to
the high demand for their use in
clothes being made for millennium
party wear?!

Have a good summer, I am
hoping for plenty of lovely warm
sunshine this year.

Jane Chiodini.



Cheeky Checks
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By Janet Maddams
These cheeky dogs are quick

to make and do look lovely
although careful selection of
colours for the mount, backing
card, gingham and trimmings
really is important to give a 
co-ordinated finish.

Materials Required:
Black paper 7cm x 8cm.
White or Red background 
paper 7cm x 9cm.
Blue or Red gingham fabric 
10cm x 12cm.
Bondaweb 10cm x 12cm.
Bow to match the fabric.
1 Wobbly eye.
Tracing paper and pinking
shears.
Fine embossing tool.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U 
Black or Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Trace the outline of the

Terrier onto the tracing paper.
Place the black paper on an
embossing pad, an old maga-
zine or similar soft surface.

Position the traced design
face up on top of the black card
and go over the outline with 
the embossing tool, this will
make an indented line for you
to follow. Carefully cut out the
silhouette cutting just inside 
the line leaving a clean edge to
the dog.

Prepare the gingham by
ironing the bondaweb onto the
back of the fabric. You can omit
this step and just glue the fabric
to the mount if you prefer but
the bondaweb will help prevent
frayed edges and adheres well
to the card.

Trim the edges of the ging-
ham with the pinking shears
taking care to keep the lines
square. Peel the backing from
the bondaweb and position the
fabric on the card mount. Cover
with a clean sheet of paper and
iron into place.

Tear the background paper
to size to give a rough edge and
glue centrally onto the gingham
background. 

Position and glue the Terrier
onto the card mount, add the
eye and bow collar.

Actual Size



CD Cards
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By Jan Claxton
My family all use computers in their working

lives and we have one at home too. We found we
were amassing a pile of CD Roms which arrived
free and unrequested through the post or were
old ones we no longer used. 

So I put my mind to using them in card mak-
ing and have already sent many to friends and
family. They were received with great delight
and amusement, especially by teenagers.

Materials Required:
Old CD Roms and Sticky fixer pads.
Old sheet music and black pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP06U White Linen.

To Make The Card:
This could not be simpler, I use sticky fixer

pads to stick the CDs to the card and decorate

with whatever I have handy, old sheet music,
peel off stickers etc. I am sure you will find many
different bits and pieces will work well. 

The red card comes with gold wording, I have
added gold peel off musical notes around the
CD. For the pink card I have used a picture cut
from a computer magazine and added the happy
birthday wording. 



Designer Profile
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Jane Saunders
I really enjoy

using Japanese
paper, it has a texture
somewhere between
paper and felt and
sticks to itself. It can
be cut or torn to
achieve different
effects. I love the
contrast in textures
which can be
achieved from the
same basic material.

The yellow poppies in the main picture are
made from Japanese paper. The flower heads are
torn and layered and the stems are rolled, I wanted
the leaves to have definite edges so I cut them out.

Above: This group of flowers have rolled stems
with flattened torn paper and rolled paper for
the flower heads.
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I use two different types of Thai
paper, one of which is textured with
threads and gives beautiful effects
when the edges are torn rather than cut
and one which is extremely soft and
slightly creased, with the texture of soft
cloth marbled with gold. Both types
give great results. 

I began experimenting with paper
making several months ago, pulping
scraps in a hand blender and dyeing
the pulp with fabric paint or the addi-
tion of strongly coloured tissue paper. 
I have two wooden frames, made by 
a friend, lined with different textures
of plastic mesh, in which I make the
paper. 

I am currently experimenting with
blending gold and silver threads with the
pulp as I love the contrast between the rough
texture of handmade paper and the fineness
of metallic threads.

Above: Textured Thai paper at the back with
corrugated card, handmade paper and more
Thai paper. The pattern on the fish is made in
just the same way as the heart pattern.

Top: The newspaper house is mounted onto layers
of gold marbled Thai paper, corrugated cardboard,
then hand made paper and more gold Thai paper.
Above: The background is Japanese paper, corrugat-
ed card and gold marbled Thai paper. The heart is
cut from metallic
paper. The pattern
looks really effective
and is etched onto the
surface of the foil
with the metal tip of
a propelling pencil!
Right: The pink
flower is torn from
Japanese paper. I
have decorated all
round the petals with
silver dots to give the
flower petals a more
defined shape.
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Above: The back-
ground is torn Thai
paper, corrugated
card, and gold mar-
bled Thai paper. The
parcel is hand painted
in water colour and
tied with gold thread.
Right: The heart is
made by weaving fine
yellow and white rib-
bons over parchment.

Right: The yellow
flower is made in
the same way as
the orange one
above. The leaves
are made from the
same type of paper
but torn and laid
flat, the pattern is
pressed in with a
tapestry needle.
Far right: Blue and
white Thai paper
background. The
starfish is made
from gold foil and
is glued onto a
piece of sandpaper,
I have pressed 
the starfish quite
firmly against the
sandpaper to make
it pick up the 
texture of the sand. 

Below: The petals on the orange flower
card are formed by rolling torn strips of
paper between the thumb and forefinger
and squeezing the ends into points. These
are then pressed in layers of various
lengths around a centre which I decorate
with tiny dots of black ink. 



Sea Life
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By Penny Richmond

Materials Required:
Polyester silk 12cm x 12cm.
Tracing paper 12cm x 12cm.
Plain fabric 12cm x 12cm.
Wadding 10cm x 10cm.
Pearl silk paints: 
Green, Blue and Purple.
Fabric paints: 
Red, Yellow and Black.
Gold gutta outliner.
Gold stitching thread and needle.
Silk frame and rock salt.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: 
AP53U Black or White.

To Make The Card:
Trace the required design

onto the tracing paper. Lay the
silk over the tracing, you should

be able to see the tracing through the silk, trace
the design very lightly onto the silk.Actual Size

Actual Size
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Stretch the silk onto the frame. I tend
not to use real silk but a polyester ‘silk’
as I use a mixture of fabric and silk
paints, it seems to work okay. The frame
is simply four pieces of 1” x 1” which I
tacked together. I use a staple gun to
tack the fabric onto the frame.

Draw over the design traced onto 
the silk with gold gutta outliner. Add the
eyes using the gutta and the body lines
on the dolphins and leave to dry.

Paint the background using green
and a little blue pearl paint. Apply the
paint with a small paintbrush or a cotton
bud if your paint does not have a nozzle.
Make variations in the colour by using
more paint in some places adding a 
couple of spots of blue or mixing a little
green and blue together. Once painted
and still wet put a little rock salt on the
background and leave it alone until it is
dry. The salt gives a lovely but variable

Using the diagrams
below as a guide, use red
and yellow fabric paint to
paint vertical stripes on the
fish. Finish the eye by
adding a dot of black fabric
paint in the centre of the
gold gutta eye painted 
earlier. Add gold ‘bubbles’.

Paint the dolphins using
the purple paint on the
lower part of the body and
purple with a touch of blue
on the back.

Paint the squiggles and
stripes onto the background
with gold gutta. Some
paints need ‘fixing’ with an
iron, follow the instructions
for the type of paints you
have used. 

Once ‘fixed’ the design
is quilted. Place the
wadding centrally onto the
plain fabric. Position the
design onto the wadding,
care should be taken to
ensure the wadding is

placed centrally
beneath the part of
the design which will
show through the
aperture, tack or pin
the layers together to
keep them in place. 

Using gold thread
make small back
stitches through all
layers around the
edges of the dolphins
or fish. Mount the
design into the card 
in the usual way.

effect on the fabric, as you can see in the
backgrounds of my designs. Brush off
the salt once the paint is completely dry.

Shading For Dolphins

Shading For Striped Fish



Ribbon Wreath
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By Margaret
Graham

This pretty design is made
from short lengths of ribbon
gathered and stitched onto 
fabric to make the flowers. 
I have also used some basic
embroidery stitches for the
large leaves and blue and 
yellow flowers.

Materials Required:
Pink cotton fabric 20cm x 20cm.
Wadding 12cm x 12cm.
15 Rainbow seed beads.
6” Wooden embroidery hoop.
Tracing paper 12cm x 12cm.
Offray 3mm double faced 
satin ribbon: Wine x 27cm, 
Colonial Rose x 48cm, 
Sweet Nectar x 42cm and 
Willow x 48cm.
Threads - see chart below.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount AP52U Lavender.

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over the diagram 

and trace the outlines. Turn the tracing over and
position over the pink fabric, re-trace the lines 
to transfer the design onto the fabric.

Place the fabric right side up over the outer
hoop then press the inner hoop into place over
the material, thus pushing the fabric down 
so that you will be working in a hollow, see 
diagram below. This is important to ensure ease
of sewing.

DMC                         ANCHOR     MADEIRA

320      Mid Green                243                 1402
745      Pale Yellow              301                   111
794      Lavender Blue         175                 0901
801      Dark Brown             359                 1913
244      Pale Pink                  894                 0813
3731    Deep Pink                   76                 0505
814      Burgundy                   22                 0601
3052    Willow Green          265                 1408

RIGHT SIDE OF FABRIC 
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When you have stitched the whole length 
of the ribbon, slide the ribbon down the thread
so that it is against the fabric. Take the needle
back through the ribbon and the fabric at point
you emerged pulling the thread through and
gathering the ribbon tightly. Fasten the thread 
at the back to hold the gathered ribbon firmly. 
Do not cut the thread just continue with the 
next petal, cutting the thread when the flower 
is complete. Work the remaining large flowers 
in the same way.

Next work the leaves and buds up either side
using the same technique to gather the ribbon.
Both sides are worked the same. Starting close 
to the large flowers, the first and each alternate
ribbon should be green, follow the chart on the
left for the colours.

Work the french knot flowers in two strands
of lavender blue, filling in closely around the 
ribbon flowers and stitched leaves. 

Work the daisies in straight stitches using 
two strands of pale yellow and fill in the centres
with french knots worked in two strands of 
dark brown.

Stitch three seed beads into the centre of each
ribbon flower. Remove the work from the hoop.
Cut a little wadding to fit the aperture, place the
fabric and wadding into the aperture, mount in
the usual way and glue the card closed.

Willow

Wine

Colonial Rose

Sweet Nectar

COLOUR GUIDE FOR STITCHES
RIBBON

THREADS

Pale Yellow

Dark Brown

Lavender Blue

Actual Size

Make the large flowers with five
strips of ribbon for each. Bring the
thread up through the fabric where 
the first petal will be, then through one
end of the ribbon. Make small running
stitches along the ribbon, not through
the fabric as well.

Begin by stitching the two large leaves in
satin stitch using two strands of mid green 
working only so far as the outline, as the end of
the leaf will be covered by the ribbon work.

Cut nine 3cm lengths of Wine ribbon, sixteen
of colonial rose, fourteen of sweet nectar and 
sixteen of willow. 

Use a matching colour cotton or a single
strand of embroidery thread for the stitching. 
Cut the thread only when you need to change 
the colour of the ribbon or to work in a new area
of the fabric.



Shadow Alphabet
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By Margaret McQuillan
These single letters are stitched onto fine net

curtain off-cuts. When I last bought a set of net
curtains the standard drop was too long for my
non-standard windows, this left me with some
spare pieces. I have used the off-cuts to stitch the
shadow work letters onto as the fine net allows
the colour to show through from the back. The
letters are designed to fit into an AP13U, AP13M
or AP13G card mount.

Look on page 14 for a guide to the colours 
I have used in this set of letters. Pick the colour
scheme you find most suitable and stitch your
chosen letter in those colours. I have given the
colours for Anchor threads.

To work a letter, place a piece of net over the
diagram of your chosen letter, trace the letter and
the guide line for the flower garland directly
onto the piece of net, you should have no prob-
lem seeing the lines through the net.
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SMALL 

STRAIGHT STITCHES

The letters are
worked in closed
herringbone stitch,
aim for small even
stitches working
from the right side 
of the material.

To work curved 
letters use slightly
larger stitches on the
outside of the curve
and slightly smaller
stitches on the inside
of the curve.

Work small straight
stitches at the ‘ends’
of the letters where
necessary to finish
them off.

Flower Garland:
For the flowers work small straight stitches

from the centre outwards. Place the flowers along
the pencilled guide line, they should be
almost touching each other then the
threads along the back of the work will be
very small and you can cover them with
the leaves
made from
two or three
straight stitch-
es joined at
one end. Keep
the threads
joining the
leaves behind
the flower
shapes.

Wash and press the letter lightly on the
reverse if necessary. Choose a card mount
to match or contrast with the colours you
have chosen to use. 

When mounting into a coloured card
mount place a piece of white card behind
the letter or the colour will show through
and degrade the work. 

You could put a little wadding behind
the letter before mounting to give a
padded effect. I have decorated the edges
of the card on the right to complement the
design. To do this you can use paints,
colouring pencils or fine felt tipped pens.

ANCHOR THREAD CHART

            LETTER         FLOWERS         LEAVES

A              33                      24                     257
B               24                      33                    1044
C               95                      99                     246
D              99                      95                     186
E              130                     95                     267
F              132                    130                    254
G              33                     132                    203
H              20                      24                     261
I               324                    313                    239
J               313                    324                    245
K              875                    939                    877
L              203                     55                     211
M             895                    896                    843

Don’t put any glue behind the work inside
the aperture as it will show through the fine net,
glue the spare net outside the aperture shape
or use sticky tape to secure the letter. Glue the
card closed in the usual way.



Indian Girl
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By Debbie Brown

Materials Required:
Black paper 5cm x 10cm.
Suede or leather 9cm x 6cm.
Black fine tipped pen.
Tracing paper and soft pencil.
Selection of small beads.
Red feather.
Scissors or craft knife.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount SF03U Hammer Cream.

To Make The Card:
Trace the outlines of the hair and wigwam

onto the tracing paper, don’t trace the poles at the
top of the wigwam, they are there only as a guide

for drawing in
later. 

Place the 
tracing face
down onto the
black paper and
re-trace the lines to transfer the
image onto the paper. Cut out the
three wigwams and the hair.

Trace the outline of the dress
onto the tracing paper. Cut out
and use this as a template to cut
the fabric for the dress. Snip a
fringe along the bottom of the
dress approximately 1cm deep 
as shown.

Glue the dress onto the card,
don’t forget to leave enough
space above for the hair and
feather! 

Glue the hair into place 
overlapping the dress a little as
necessary leaving the bottom of
the plaits unglued.

Glue the wigwams into place
and draw in the poles. Glue

beads on at the waist and head-
dress then add the feather.

Actual Size



Teddies Outing
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By Tricia Hyde

Materials Required:
White card 6cm x 16cm.
Sandpaper 6cm x 16cm.
Gloss Photoseal 
2cm x 17cm.
Cocktail stick and scalpel.
Blue Glitter.
Small paintbrush and 
scissors.
A small pretty shell.
Fimo clay: Flesh, Mint,
Black and Caramel.
Fluorescent Fimo clay: Pink,
Yellow and Green.
Black fine tipped permanent
marker pen.
Blue ink, acrylic paint or watercolour paint.
UHU All purpose adhesive.
Card mount: DE01U Pale Blue.

To Make The Card:
Fold over one flap of the card and, taking care

not to mark the front of the card, draw around
the aperture in
pencil to mark it’s
position on the
back flap.

Paint across
the white card
with ink or paint
leaving some
white showing through for
variation in the sky. Leave
aside to dry. If you prefer
you can use blue
Marlmarque or Cloud Nine
card to give the sky effect
instead of painting it. Glue
the sky into place across the
top half of the pencilled
aperture on the back flap.

The sea can be made from blue foil, metallic
crepe paper or by the following method. Lay the
strip of photoseal, with backing removed, sticky
side up on a sheet of clean white paper. Cut two
pieces about 1cm long off the backing you have
just removed and place them back onto the strip
of photoseal, one at each end. Sprinkle the photo-
seal with blue glitter so that it is completely 
covered. Tip the excess
onto the white paper. 

Remove the two
pieces of backing paper
from the photoseal ends,
turn it glitter side down
and press the sticky ends
onto the card making
sure you keep it straight
and overlap the lower
edge of the sky. 

Cut the top of the
sandpaper to give an
uneven edge where the
beach meets the sea. Glue the
sandpaper beach into place
overlapping the lower edge
of the sea. Glue the card
closed and using the black
pen draw in the three birds.

PHOTOSEAL 
STICKY SIDE UP       

SPRINKLE WITH
GLITTER

BACKING
SHEET
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Teddies:
Before making the shapes, knead the fimo

until it is soft and pliable. The pictures on this
page are actual size, you can check the size of
your pieces by placing them on the pictures.

Trunks & Bikini:
Roll a little mint into a flat

sheet and cut out a triangle for
the trunks. Do the same with
the fluorescent pink for the
bikini bottom and cut the 
bikini top as shown. Place the
trunks on the boy teddy and
the bikini onto the girl teddy.
Bend them round the bodies
and add the details on the
clothes with the cocktail stick.

Bucket & Spade: 
Roll out a little fluorescent

yellow. Cut out a bucket
shape, roll a thin sausage for
the handle and join to the
bucket. 

Roll out a little fluorescent
green and cut a small rectan-
gle for the spade, roll two thin
sausages to make the spade
handle, join the spade bits
together. 

Make two small caramel 
circles for the hands 

Place the bucket onto the
girl’s free arm, place one of the
hand circles on top and press
gently to join. Attach the spade
to the boy’s free arm with the
other hand circle. 

Follow the instructions on the packet for 
baking the fimo, remove from oven and leave to
cool. Draw the features onto the faces with a fine
black marker and using UHU black top glue stick
them onto the beach, glue a shell onto the corner
of the card mount to finish.

Use caramel
fimo to make 2
balls approxi-
mately 1cm
diameter for
each head and
flatten slightly.

Roll another 2
balls about
1.5cm diameter
for each body
and flatten
slightly. 

Press each head and
body together, add the
ears and face to each.
Make the eyes and
belly buttons using the
end of a cocktail stick. 

Continuing
with caramel
make 4 tiny
balls of for the
ears, using a
cocktail stick to
indent them.

For the faces roll some
flesh mixed with a little
caramel into two small
circles. Add a tiny black
piece for each nose.

Make four sausages of
caramel about 3cm long
for the arms and legs. 

Cut each sausage in
half at an angle. Press
the arms and legs onto
the bodies.

Lay the two bears side by side, with one arm
of each bear overlapping a little, on a baking tray
covered with foil or non stick baking parchment.
Press the end of each arm slightly on the front 
of the girl and the back of the boy where they
overlap to flatten into each other, press together
so they are holding hands.



Team Colours
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By Thelma Hannah
This design is made using origami paper. The

reverse side is white and this gives the white
trim on the shirts. The design can also be made
using thin coloured paper or tissue paper adding
the white with self adhesive labels cut into thin
strips or strips of white paper glued on.

Make the shirt in team colours, the sport is up
to you, it could be football, rugby, hockey, netball
etc. Colour over the white edges if necessary for
teams with two colours. Why not make a card
showing the home and away strip for the team
you have chosen.

Materials Required:
2 pieces of origami paper in chosen colours: 
15cm x 7.5cm.
8 White sequins or paper dots.
UHU All purpose adhesive or
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03G Deep Green.

To Make The Card:
To make each shirt follow the instructions

given with the pictures.

Fold up the bottom edge
approximately 5mm deep.

Fold in half length-
wise with right side
out, open out again.

Place face down and
fold both sides in to
the centre line.

Fold a narrow strip
back to show a white
band.
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Fold both top corners
down diagonally.

Turn face down and fold the bottom edges 
diagonally upwards to the centre line, turn the
paper round so that the collar is at the top (see
inset left) but keeping the same side facing.

Turn face up again and
fold the bottom white
edge up as shown.

Fold up the
lower half (this
is the shirt front
and sleeves) so
that it fits just
under the points
of the collar,
crease firmly.
Add a little glue
if necessary to
keep the shirt
folded.

Right: Football team shirt and ball, the
black and white give great contrast to
the design and it makes a really striking
finished card.

Glue four sequins
or paper dots onto
the shirt front, it is
best to use UHU
black top glue for
sticking sequins.
Glue the shirts
into position on
the card crossing
one over the other
as shown in the
main picture.



Pressed Flowers
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By Irene Nicholls
Summer is my hunting time, gardens and

conservatories are my hunting grounds for
‘pressable’ flowers and foliage. My friend with 
a nursery garden finds himself particularly 
popular at this time of the year.

In my own small garden I grow my well 
tried favourites - Larkspur, Alyssum, Geraniums,
Forget Me Nots, and Candytuft plus a range 
of wild plants (weeds to a gardener) arriving
unbidden each year, and these in fact look 
delicate and very pretty when pressed. 

Materials Required:
Selection of pressed flowers and foliage.
Thermaseal to fit the design or aperture.
Tweezers and a very soft brush.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount of your choice.

To Make The Card:
When making the cards I first of all decide on

the overall shape of the design - for instance it
could be triangular, crescent, posy or ‘L’ shaped. 

This will of
course be partly
influenced by
the shape of the
card mount.
The single fold
bark effect card
has quite a long
narrow area for
the design so, 
I sometimes
‘cheat’ by filling
the gap with
wording at the
bottom of the
design or, at the
top as illustrat-
ed in the card
on the left.
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The fact that in the end the
greenery may be almost covered
by flowers does not matter, it
will have served it’s purpose.

Before finally covering my
completed design with ther-
maseal, I always remember to
brush away any specks of loose
material with a very soft brush
as the sealer has a horrible
knack of exaggerating the
bumps that shouldn’t be there.
Place the thermaseal carefully
over the flowers and iron on 
following the instructions.

Once I have decided on the
shape I define my design with
greenery (leaves and foliage).
This example shows a layout for
a posy shape. Keep it simple as
most of it will soon be covered.

I then build up the picture
using larger flowers at the focal
point with smaller flowers to fill
in the rest, these tiny flowers
pressed with their stems and
sepals are perfect for this. 

I move the flowers around
with a pair of tweezers until I
am satisfied with the overall
balance of colour and scale. Fix
them into place using a little
P.V.A. glue on a cocktail stick.

This Example works in the
same way as the one above but
is for an ‘L’ shape layout. The
gap in the foliage needs to be
deeper than you might think at
the bend in the ‘L’ to make a
good group. I have added ten-
drils from Sweet Peas as they
give a lovely delicate touch.

Add the flowers as before,
large ones for the focal point,
filling in with small ones and
then, using a tiny amount of
P.V.A. glue on a cocktail stick 
fix the flowers into place.

House ferns and the leaves
from miniature roses are also
very useful for pressing but,
anything is fair game if it keeps
it’s colour after being pressed
for five weeks.

A filing system for pressed
flowers is important. Without it
I should spend too much time
searching for the right colour
and shape. I divide my stock by
colour, keeping it in a variety of
cardboard drawers - chocolates
come in some of these which
makes a double treat!



Tinselflies
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By Pat Little

Materials Required:
Dark Blue granite paper 10cm x 14cm.
Coloured foil from sweet wrappers.
Blue foil paper 6cm x 10cm.
Thin textured White card 8cm x 10cm.
Paintstiks: Gold and Iridescent Blue.
Stencil brush and masking tape.
Gold outliner or paint.
Blue glitter.
Deckle edge scissors.
Craft knife.
Transparent P.V.C. 8cm x 10cm: PEN01.
Overhead projector pen with fine nib.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Dark Blue.

To Make The
Card:

Make a stencil
by placing the tran-
sparent P.V.C. over
the diagram of the
dragonfly and trace
the lines with the
overhead projector
pen. Cut away the
wings and body
with a craft knife.

Place this stencil
over the thin white
card using masking
tape to hold it in
position.

Actual Size
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Using the deckled scissors cut round the
edges of the dark blue paper, I have used granite
paper but there are so many beautiful handmade
papers available that you can take your pick of
them to suit the card you are making. Using
P.V.A. adhesive glue the paper centrally onto the
front of the card mount.

Flatten out the sweet foil, don’t worry about
the tiny wrinkle marks, they add to the effect,
glue this onto the blue foil paper. Cut round the
blue paper using the deckled scissors and glue
this onto the handmade paper. 

Use the outliner to add a border design on 
the blue foil border and the granite panel. These
should be done freehand and in an ‘easy’ 
informal style.

Glue the finished dragonfly into place on top
of the sweet wrapper.

As you can see it is very easy to achieve 
different effects by changing the colour of the
papers, foils, colours etc. I also like to use hand
written text on cream paper as part of the back-
ground, this gives a really lovely effect which is
quite different from the foil on foil look.

Rub a little of the iridescent blue paint onto
the stencil brush and colour over the whole 
dragonfly. Add a little gold paint to the upper
body and inner wings, the colouring will look
more effective on a textured card but a smooth
card will do. 

Cut the dragonfly out leaving a narrow white
border all round. Add a touch of glue on the
wings and body and sprinkle a little glitter onto
this. Set aside to dry.



3D Découpage
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By Jill Fawley
Just look at this lovely set of animal pictures

designed for us by Jill fawley. Anyone who likes
animals is sure to be captivated by them.

For the first time, all the designs in this issue
are available in two different sizes. The larger
size will fit into any AP48G or U cards as shown
in this article, you get four pictures per sheet and
the codes are DC061 to DC068. 

The smaller size pictures fit into our new
AP78G or U cards, you get six pictures per sheet

1. The white gaps on the
diagrams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown snipping the
edges of the cat to look like
fur and sticky fix into place. 

2. Cut out the parts shown,
snip the edges of the cat’s
head to look fur like. Sticky
fix into place and glue by
the ear as shown. Cut
between the flower petals as
shown and sticky fix into
place.

3. Cut out the two flowers,
cat’s nose and around the
eyes as shown. Snip the fur
above the eyes but not
round the nose. Sticky fix
nose into place and glue
where shown. Cut between
the petals on the flowers and
sticky fix into place. Gently
lift some of the petals on
each flower to add depth.

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts shown, as it is a long
haired cat use long snips for
the edges to give a furry
effect, sticky fix. Cut the rib-
bon and glue where shown.

2. Cut out parts shown, fur-
ring cat’s face. Sticky fix
head, bow and front flowers
into place, cut off the back
flower, sticky fix and glue
where shown. Cut between
pink flowers and basket,
sticky fix into place and glue
where shown.

3. Cut out the parts shown,
furring the paws and the top
of the cat’s face as shown.
Sticky fix paws and face into
place glueing face where
shown. Don’t use sticky fix-
ers on the flowers but glue
as shown. Once the glue is
dry gently lift the petals to
enhance the 3D effect.

which means they are more economical for you
to make in larger quantities. The codes for the
smaller designs are DC069 to DC076.

When cutting out the animals the fur needs 
to be snipped at the edges to make it look furry,
snip in the direction of the painting. The longer
haired animals will need deeper snipping.

The first layer of each design is a complete
picture, mount the first layer into the card before
following these instructions.

Cut each sticky fixer pad into about eight
pieces or smaller where necessary.
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1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown furring the
legs. Glue the single leaves
at the tip as shown. Sticky
fix all of the parts into place.

2. Cut out parts as shown
cutting between the flower
and pot. Snip the edges 
of the dog to give a furry
effect. Sticky fix parts into
place.

3. Cut out parts as shown
furring the dogs face. Make
a cut either side of the dogs
snout as shown, fur the
edges of the snout as shown.
Cut between the leaves and
mouth. Glue the leaves into
place at the mouth only.
Sticky fix the face into place
and glue where shown.

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
the parts as shown. Cut the
dogs chest fur as shown.
Sticky fix into place and glue
above paws as shown.

2. Cut out parts as shown
furring the head and ears.
Cut between the handle and
dog’s ears and the ears and
face as shown. Sticky fix
head into place and glue
where shown. Cut between
cloth and basket as shown.

3. Cut out parts shown fur-
ring the dog’s nose and
paws, sticky fix these into
place and glue where
shown. Gently bend the two
flower petals in the middle
where they join and fix with
glue only. Sticky fix front
rose into place and glue the
end of the stem.

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown furring the
rabbit’s back. Sticky fix all
parts into place.

2. Cut out the parts shown
furring the rabbit’s head,
ears and chest. Sticky fix
into place.

3. Cut out parts shown fur-
ring the rabbit’s ear and
face. Cut between flowers
and ear, and the ear and face
as shown. Sticky fix into
place and glue the head
where shown.
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1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
all parts as shown furring
the rabbit’s back and ear.
Sticky fix into place.

2. Cut out parts shown fur-
ring the rabbit. Sticky fix all
the flowers into place. Cut
the inside of the rabbit’s ear
as shown leaving a little at
the tip uncut. Sticky fix into
place and glue where
shown.

3. Cut out parts as shown
furring the rabbit’s face.
Sticky fix the head into place
and glue where shown. Cut
between each flower and
sticky fix each of them into
place.

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts shown and sticky fix
into place.

2. Cut out parts shown snip-
ping the rabbit to give a
furry effect. Cut between the
paw and chest, and chest
and back furring the chest in
both cases. Cut the ears as
shown and sticky fix into
place glueing ear, body and
paws where shown. Sticky
fix snowdrops into place.

3. Cut out the parts shown
snipping a furry edge to the
rabbit’s face. Glue the three
front leaves into place with-
out using a sticky fixer.
Sticky fix the other leaf,
snowdrop and face into
place. Gently lift the tips of
three leaves once the glue 
is dry.

1. White gaps on the dia-
grams show a cut and the
red lines show glue. Cut out
parts as shown furring the
rabbit’s back. Sticky fix into
place.

2. Cut out parts as shown
furring the rabbit’s ears and
chest. Cut between the chest
and paw where shown.
Sticky fix paws into place
and glue top where shown.
Sticky fix other parts into
place.

3. Cut out parts as shown
furring the rabbits face.
Sticky fix the flower and
head into place and glue the
leaf without a sticky pad.
Once the glue is dry gently
lift the top of the leaf to
enhance the 3D effect.



Buttons & Bows
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By Lin Collier
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DMC                           ANCHOR     MADEIRA

A  -  333        Purple              112                0713
B   -  3688      Old Rose           76                0813
C  -  911        Green               227                1302
D  -  White   White                   1             White
E   -  400        Brown              351                2305
     -  3688      Old Rose           76                0813

Stitched on 14 count Light Blue Aida using 
2 strands for the cross stitch and 1 strand for the
backstitch. The design requires three pink flower
shaped buttons and two small bows to complete
and fits into an AP18G  card. Stitch count width
25 x depth 33.

Once all stitching has been completed, iron 
if necessary, then stitch the buttons and bows
into position using pink cotton before mounting
into the card.

This card has been stitched using DMC
threads. Using Anchor or Madeira colours 
may give a slightly different, although equally
pleasing, finished result. 
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By Janet Brammer
These delightful single colour

designs are quick and easy to make,
but add a very special touch to any
gift. They fit the oval or oblong 
apertures of the smallest cards.

Materials Required:
14 HPI White or coloured Aida 
4.5cm x 7cm.
Stranded cotton embroidery thread. 
Beads, ribbon, lace or rosebuds.
White felt for padding (optional).
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP19U or AP20U.

To Make The Card:
Pick a card and some thread, choose the

colours carefully to get a good match or contrast.
An easy way to do this is to get a colour guide
clip (CLIP1) of all the colours available, find a

coloured thread you like and use the clip to find
a matching card, this is especially useful if you
want to make several different cards in a range 
of colours and you can use up odd bits of thread
in your work box.

Work in two strands throughout. The designs
are made mainly from straight and diagonal back
stitches aside from the dot on the ‘i’ which is a
french knot and little cross stitch motifs around
the words on each design.

For Baby: I have decorated both of these with 
ribbon, a pale pink to match the card for a girl and
a white to contrast with the stronger blue card
for a boy. Both are worked on plain white aida.

Above: I have used pink aida and a small rosebud. The green
leaves add contrast and I have taken great care to match the
thread colour to that of the rosebud.
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Work the cross stitches as normal and the
lines in back stitch, when working a corner in
back stitch always bring the needle out at the
corner. 

Stitch the design making sure you place the
centre of the design at the centre of your fabric.
Avoid taking the thread across the back of the
fabric where there is no stitching as it may show
through.

If you wish to pad the design slightly draw
round the aperture (from the back of the card)
onto felt or interfacing and cut out the shape.
Fold the card and stick the shape into the aper-
ture using P.V.A. adhesive or double sided sticky
tape, this will ensure it is in just the right place.
Open the card out again and mount the design
over the felt taking care to line it up evenly.

Decorate the card if desired with ribbon, lace,
rosebuds etc. 

For You: For the blue card I chose some really
pretty beads and threaded them onto a loop of
blue cotton to decorate the card. The cream card
is stitched onto cream aida and has contrasting
pink stitching. For decoration I have simply used
a matching cream ribbon bow.

With Love: For the pink design I have chosen a
ribbon to match the card quite closely, with white
aida and a darker pink for the stitching. For the
blue I have used an unusual fabric with gold
thread running through it. The stitching is in red
to match the ribbon with a bright blue card.



Birds Of A Feather
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By Lin Newcombe

Materials Required:
Tissue paper: Pale Blue 
10cm x 10cm, scraps of Blue.
Green corrugated card 5cm x 8cm.
Brown corrugated card 3cm x 4cm.
Dark Green thin card 10cm x 10cm
approximately.
Watercolour paper 3cm x 4cm.
Watercolour paints and brush.
Tracing paper and pencil.
Scissors or craft knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive or glue stick.
Card mount: SF04U White.

To Make The Card:
Tear a patch of pale blue tissue paper to make

the background and glue into place. Glue stick 
is the best thing to use for this job. Tear little
patches of blue tissue paper and glue into place.

Trace the diagrams for the nest and cut out,
use this as a template to cut a nest from the green
corrugated card. Paint your birds freestyle or
trace the diagrams, colour them and then cut
them out.

Make leaves in a variety of sizes from the 
diagrams given or work freestyle. Cut branches
from the brown corrugated card. Lay all the 
components on the card and arrange until you
are happy with the layout. Glue all the parts in
place with P.V.A. adhesive overlapping the leaves
where required. When sticking the foremost
leaves into place use glue only at the bottom
point and when dry they can be gently pulled
forward for more depth.

Above: I have used 3D découpage paper for the
birds and foliage in this card, with matching pink
and pale blue tissue paper behind.

Actual Size



Designer Profile
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Pam Goodwin
This set of

designs has
been made
using free 
silk painting
with machine
embroidery.
For the
machining I
use random
space dyed
threads as they give a lovely mixed
edge to the silk painted areas which
looks less formal than a plain colour.

I have included some pages from
my sketch/work book so you can
see how my ideas progress from the
very beginning. I often start with a photo of 
a particular flower I like, this means I have a
record of the colours while I search out matching

threads and paints. I like to do a zig-zag of the
thread onto a piece of silk or vylene to clearly
identify the colours. 
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So once I have the photo I select the threads,
as you will see from my work book I use
Madeira, and matching colour paints. If you 
have not done free silk painting before you can
practice first on a piece of paper, working in the
same way as for painting onto silk. Place the silk
on paper towel, use a number seven watercolour

brush and load up with colour. Using a rolling
technique apply the colour in rough flower
shapes, don’t wash your brush just add another
colour and another so you end up with very 
subtle colour changes, the colour will run and
spread forming interesting shapes and edges 
for you to stitch round.

Above: Free painting with kitchen
towel behind moved to one side
to show through as a shadow.

Above: A similar design. The
kitchen paper is stitched in place
behind the silk.
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Cook in the microwave for 1 minute to ‘set’
the colour. Cut a piece of vylene or white felt to
fit the aperture of the card you are using, I have
used AP01G card mounts for the designs shown
here. Sometimes to
achieve a different
effect once the paint is
set I move the paper
towel slightly to one
side behind the silk and
keep it there between
the vylene and the
design to show through
the silk as a pale shad-
ow (see the two pic-
tures at the top of the 
previous page). Mark
the silk about 1cm 
larger than the card
aperture and place the
vylene centrally behind
the marked silk design. 

Set your sewing
machine for darning/
quilting/free machin-
ing by putting on the
darning foot and lower-
ing the teeth. Adjust the

top and lower tension if necessary so that only
the top thread shows when stitching. Machine
your design very freely and simply, don’t be
tempted to do too much detail - every card will
look different.

I hope you can follow this! It is quite a
favourite of mine and each card will be unique.
You can also use the same silk paints to paint a
little design on the envelope, the colours will run
into the paper in a similar way to the silk.

I also like to
personalise the
card by adding
an insert. For
this I use a dip
pen and
gouache paint
diluted to the
consistency of
thin cream and
applied to the
pen with a
brush. 

I use photo-
copy paper for
this or a pretty
coloured paper
to suit the card
and design. You could use calligraphy ink but
silk paint spreads out on most paper.



Dandelion Seeds
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By Norma Broom

Materials Required:
Thin tracing paper 9.5cm x 13cm.
140gsm Tracing paper 9.5cm x 13cm: 
TR003.
Blue paper 9.5cm x 13cm.
Mapping pen and Black ink.
Embossing tools: 3mm, 1.5mm, 1mm, 
stylus and embossing pad.
Masking tape and kitchen towel.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: DE07U Textura Light Blue.

To Make The Card:
This parchment card is made using

embossing only and has a very delicate
effect. It is worked almost entirely from the
back and for this reason the design is traced
in black ink onto thin tracing paper which 
is placed between the embossing pad and
the parchment paper. Use thin paper for the
tracing as this will interfere less with 
the embossing process. Use ink rather than
pencil as this will not rub off onto the 
parchment when you emboss.

Trace the actual size diagram onto the
thin tracing paper using the mapping pen and
black ink. Place the tracing right side down on
the embossing pad and use masking tape to stick
it to the pad.

Position the tracing paper for embossing over
this and tape into place.

Resting your hand on a piece of kitchen towel
to protect the parchment from grease marks

made by your skin and
using the stylus tool,
trace round the leaves
(omitting the veins), 
the sepals, the centre of
the smaller seed head
and the stems. Put in
sufficient of the dots
surrounding the larger
seed head to give your-
self an indication of its
size and whereabouts,
but do not trace a line
round it - it needs to
look insubstantial.
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Smaller seed head: Fill in the disc at the base
of the head with the 1.5mm tool and shade in the
sepals with the 1.5mm and 1mm tools. Draw 
the individual seeds freehand with the stylus 
and the 1mm tool. Take some of the stems of the
individual seeds into the disc of the seedhead to
make it look more natural.

Stems: Shade in the stems with the stylus,
1mm and 1.5mm tools, don’t make them into
solid tubes, keep them light and shade them to
give the appearance of roundness. 

Draw in the flying seed heads freehand with
the stylus and the 1mm tool. Turn the parchment
right side up and working on the front, impress
the centre veins on the leaves with the 1mm tool.

Turn the work back so that the wrong side is
facing upwards again and emboss the leaves as
follows. Commencing with the 3mm tool, make
short slanted strokes downward from the sides
towards the middle on each side, omitting the
centre, to give the leaves shape and form. Go
over this area again with the 1.5mm tool.

Mount the parchment into the aperture card
with the blue paper behind it.

Actual Size

Separate
the tracing
from the
parchment
paper and
place just the
parchment
paper back
on the
embossing
pad, still with
the right side
down. Use
the stylus to
reinforce and

strengthen the outlines already made on the
parchment, if you put the point of the stylus into
the little groove made by the first embossing it
will keep the tool on track. 

Continue to work on the wrong side of the
parchment design but keep checking to see what
effect you are producing on the front of the work.

Large Seed Head: Use the 3mm tool to gently
emboss the area inside the little dots embossed
previously on the large seed head. Add dots with
the stylus and, finally, a few individual seeds
with the 1mm tool and the stylus. Shade in the
sepals with the 1.5mm tool, making some areas
whiter than others, do not make them too dense.



Quilled Swan
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By Cynthia Hastings

Materials Required:
3mm Quilling paper: White x 12,
Black x 1, Scarlet x 1, Dark Brown x
3, Green x 1, and Crimped Blue x 1. 
3 White cigarette papers.
Tracing paper.
Small quilling tool.
Large quilling tool.
Brown felt tipped pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Blue Marlmarque card 
208mm x 152mm.

To Make The Card:
Score along the centre and fold the blue card

in half to make the card mount. Trace the outline
of the swan onto tracing or thin white paper.

Using the small quilling tool and the colours
given make the following shapes. 

Cut all 12 lengths of white quilling paper into
quarters and make 48 white eye shapes. Cut 
a quarter length of black and make into a dart
shape. Using 40mm of black make a peg. 

For the beak make a loose coil in scarlet,
pinch one end to form a point and flatten the

opposite end so that you have a long triangular
shape with rounded corners.

Place the white eye shapes one at a time 
on the traced outline to fill in the swan shape
glueing them to each other and bending or 
shaping them as necessary, take care not to glue
them to the tracing paper. Add the Black peg 
for the swan’s eye and the black dart to complete
the swan’s head. Finish by glueing the beak into
place. Once the swan is dry glue into position 
on the card mount.

Tightly roll the cigarette papers diagonally
and glue so they do not unroll to make the
stems for the bulrushes. Colour the stems
with the brown felt pen.

Cut nine 80mm lengths of dark brown
and using the large tool make 9 tight pegs.
Slide three pegs onto each bulrush stem
adding a little glue to hold them in place.

Make the leaves by alternate side loop-
ing the green paper, make tall loops on 
the left side and shorter ones on the right.
Flatten the loops and taper the top of each
leaf by cutting at an angle. 

Glue the back of the leaves and position
on the card, slide each bulrush between the
leaves with a little glue on the back to keep
them in place. Add small pieces of crimped
blue paper for the waves to finish.

Actual Size
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By Cynthia Newall Brown
This is a really simple idea for making

quick and easy designs for your cards. The
flowers are cut from nylon/plastic table cloth
material or fablon and coloured or backed
with pretty paper.

Materials Required:
Fablon or nylon/plastic lace.
Colouring pencils or felt tipped pens.
Selection of coloured card.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mounts of your choice.

To Make The Card:
The nylon/plastic material is available

from ironmongers and many DIY shops and is
sold by the metre.
Select a suitable
shape or pattern and cut it out. The
material is often white which
makes a good contrast against a
bright or dark coloured card, but
also looks good if coloured, so add
colour by using ordinary pencils,
felt tipped pens or paint.

Glue the motif directly onto a
single fold card that contrasts with
it or onto a coloured background.
which can then be stuck to the
front of a single fold card or put
into an aperture card.



Summer Wedding
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By Beryl Ormston

Materials Required:
3mm quilling paper: 10 strips of Pale Pink.
2 Clear glass beads.
Quilling tool.
Pale Pink paper or thin card 3cm x 11cm.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03L White.

To Make The Card:
Cut the paper or thin card to shape using the

diagram at the bottom right of the page, then 
follow the instructions for each shape below.

Make four
leaves with
loose coils
made from
1⁄4 lengths.
Pinch both

sides of the coil and bend to
give shape.

Arrange all the shapes
and the quilled window on
the card mount and glue
into place. Actual Size

Use 1⁄8 lengths to
make 10 heart
shapes and glue
onto the window
shape.

Use 1⁄8 lengths
rolled to ‘S’
shapes and glue
onto the window

Use 1⁄2 lengths to
make two bells.
Roll strip into a
tight peg and
glue closed, use a
cocktail stick to

push the centre up to form the
bell shape. Glue a bead just
inside each bell to be the
clanger, glue onto the window.

Use 1⁄4 length loose coils for the two
flat bells. Press around the quilling
tool handle then pinch points to
form bell shapes. Add the clangers
made from 1⁄4 length tight pegs.

Use 1⁄4 lengths to make eight
flower petals. Roll to loose
coils and glue end. Press

each coil
around the
quilling tool
handle to
make into
moons.

Make three 1⁄4 length ‘S’ shapes to
fit between the flowers. 
Make two tight pegs for the flower
centres with 1⁄4 lengths.
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Above: Pat Little, Dorset. I have adapted a lighthouse
stamp by the English stamp co. and glued it on to a
piece of cotton painted with powdered water-colour.
The birds have been painted on with acrylic. All of
this has been mounted onto two blue hand cut panels.
Left: Gloria Potts, Dundonald. 3D découpage picture
using sticky fixers.

Above left: Sue Tarbet, East Sussex.
The teddy is cast in plaster and paint-
ed, the balloons are rubber stamped. 
Left: Daphne Whorlow, Gloucs.
Pressed flower and ribbon design.

Left: Kate Mclean, Berkshire. Tiger
design fabric, padded and mounted into
the card. I have highlighted areas with
gold glitter glue.

Left: Olive Brown, Birmingham. 
3D découpage design using sticky pads.

Above: Syliva Dawes, Somerset. Basket made of
woven quilling paper and filled with quilled flowers.
Centre: M.A. Diamond, Hampshire. 
Pressed flowers mounted onto padded satin fabric.
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Right: Anne Browne, Wiltshire.
Landscape made using
beeswax.
Below: Millie Groves, Devon.
This card is made from a wall-
paper border. I cut a length big
enough to fit the card, then cut
a pattern repeat which I have I
stuck to the front of the card
matching the pattern inside.
Centre: M.E. Medley, Essex.
This card is made from an old
used card I have cut out parts
and modelled them to give a
raised effect.

Right: Shirley Carlyon, Cornwall. 
Parchment design. The border is
embossed and punched then decorated
with dots of gold, the birds are lightly
embossed and coloured on the surface.
Right centre: Gloria Potts, Dundonald. 
3D découpage using sticky fixers.

Below:
Marijke
Shrivastava,
Newcastle upon
Tyne. This little scene
is made from paper
punched shapes
combined with a 
corrugated card
coop. I have added
the netting to the
hutch with a green
pen and the grass is
torn mulberry paper.

Above: Fayona Astbury Anderson,
Staffordshire. The picture is a bit of
wrapping paper mounted onto wavy
corrugated to give a sea effect.

Below: Irene Heseltine, Edinburgh. 
3D découpage design inside the card
aperture with flowers découpaged onto
the border.
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Right: Elinor Horwood, Buckinghamshire. 
The Leaves are dried and encased in silk paper
and a silk encased offcut. The butterfly is made
of shells, wire and beads.

Above: Doreen Brind, Hertfordshire. Rubber
stamped design raised with sticky pads.
Below: Joyce Park, Cheshire. 3D decoupage
design with added sequin hearts.

Above: Ann Scott, Lancashire. 
Design made from a segment of eggshell which I
have decorated. I have added beads and lace
before mounting it into a card.
Below: Peggy Pickering, Middlesex. Colour 
photograph of one of my acrylic paintings.

Below: Chris Luke,
Worcestershire. The tulips are
3D decoupage made from
wrapping paper mounted into
a teddy bouquet card.

Below left: 
Linda Crouch, Wales.
Encaustic wax scene.
Below: I.C. Pelling,
Surrey. The whole card
is covered with a wax
design. The centre
piece is a tiny rubber
stamped picture of
three roses.
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Below: Mrs B. Beeforth, Cleveland.
Blackwork butterfly mounted onto gold
lamé fabric.

Above: Sheri Carpenter, West Sussex. 
Pressed flowers covered with thermaseal.
Centre: Janet Watts, Herts. Card made from one 
of my original photographs.
Far Right: Joyce Winchcombe, Berkshire. Scrap of
material padded and mounted into a card.
Below centre: Joan Fenwick, Enfield. 
Initial letter made with P.V.A. and gold leaf.

Above: Vera Bailey, Shropshire.
Découpage roses made with silicone.

Below right: R. Weatherill, Milton
Keynes. Fabric scraps cut and glued
onto a mount.

Above: Mr D. Titchiner, Suffolk. 
Hand painted design using coloured inks.
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Below left: L.M. Baxter,
Dorset. Tatted flower design.
Below: Anne Purdie,
Glasgow. A torn tissue back-
ground with paper cut boat
and birds I have decorated
the boat with little snips of
foil and glitter.

Left: Sandra Chalklin, Kent. 3D decoupage
design. I have cut off the end panel of the 
card and trimmed it to fit inside the aperture 
on which the design is fixed.

Above: M. Smith, Hertfordshire. 
A cross stitch design which I made to
congratulate a new mum on the birth of
her first baby as this is a really special
event!

Below: June Moore, London. 
Tea bag folding design backed with a
gold off-cut. I have added a gold sticker
with Happy Christmas wording to
match the off-cut.

Above: Rosamond Rushton, Preston. I cut a 
stencil from card for the chick and painted it in
various positions all around the card. The addi-
tion of the beak, eyes and feet really brings them
to life, grass is added with a little water-colour.

Centre: Mrs Wolfe, Essex.
A 3D decoupage design
with an ‘old world’ feel.
Made from cigar boxes
which often have lovely
pictures on them I have
mounted it onto a deckled
edge card.
Below: Sarah Russell,
Bradford. Using deckle
scissors I have cut the
design from brown print-
ed wrapping paper. I
then mounted it onto a
piece of off-set corrugated
card on a deckle edge card
mount and trimmed with
a rafia bow.
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